JOURNALS

- Archives of Asian Art
- Asia Policy
- Asian Music
- Asian Perspective
- Asian Theatre Journal
- Azalea: Journal of Korean Literature & Culture
- Buddhist-Christian Studies
- China: An International Journal
- China Review
- China Review International
- Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East
- The Contemporary Pacific
- Contemporary Southeast
- Asia: A Journal of International and Strategic Affairs
- East Asian Science, Technology and Society: an International Journal (EASTS)
- Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
- Hawaiian Journal of History Indonesia
- Journal of Asia-Pacific Pop Culture
- Journal of Buddhist Philosophy
- Journal of Burma Studies
- Journal of Chinese Linguistics
- Journal of Chinese Literature and Culture
- Journal of Chinese Religions
- Journal of Daoist Studies
- Journal of Japanese Philosophy
- The Journal of Japanese Studies
- Journal of Korean Religions
- Journal of Korean Studies
- Journal of Song-Yuan Studies
- Journal of Southeast Asian Economies (JSEAE)
- Journal of the Malaysian Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society
- Korean Studies
- Late Imperial China
- Manoa
- Mechademia
- Monumenta Nipponica
- Oceanic Linguistics
- Philosophy East and West
- Philippine Studies: Historical & Ethnographic Viewpoints
- positions: east asia cultures critique
- Rapa Nui Journal
- Review of Japanese Culture and Society
- Seoul Journal of Korean Studies
- Sojourn: Journal of Social Issues in Southeast Asia
- Southeast Asian Affairs
- Southeast of Now: Directions in Contemporary and Modern Art in Asia
- Sungkyun Journal of East Asian Studies (Open Access
- Twentieth-Century China
- U.S.-Japan Women’s Journal
WITH MUSE, OUR BOOKS AND JOURNALS SUPPORT YOUR COURSEWORK:

- Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content
- Link to articles, book reviews, and chapters. Email links directly to your students
- Search books and journals on the same platform
- 100% full text
- Available as chapter and article downloads
- Mobile-accessible on PDF-compatible devices

BOOK PUBLISHERS
MUSE offers scholarly books in Asian Studies from distinguished publishers including:

- The Chinese University of Hong Kong Press
- Cornell University Press
- Harvard University Asia Center Publications Program
- Hong Kong University Press
- Indiana University Press
- ISEAS - Yusof Ishak Institute
- NUS Press
- Princeton University Press
- SUNY Press
- University of California Press
- University of Hawai`i Press
- University of Minnesota Press
- University of Washington Press
- University of Wisconsin Press

Now and Always, The Trusted Content Your Research Requires
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